Size segregation in a fluid-like or gel-like suspension settling under gravity or in a centrifuge.
We investigate size segregation effects in a bidisperse concentrated suspension when slowly settling under gravity or when submitted to a centrifugal field. Experiments are carried out with PMMA spheres of two different mean diameters (190 and 25 microm) suspended in a hydrophobic index-matched fluid. Spatial repartitions of both small and large spheres and velocity fluctuations of particles are measured using fluorescently labeled PMMA spheres and a particle-image-velocimetry method. Large particles behave as hard spheres in purely hydrodynamic interactions, while small spheres interact through weakly attractive forces. For a small amount of small spheres among large ones, the suspension remains fluid during settling and the organization of the velocity field of particles into finite-sized structures also called "blobs" promotes size segregation. A larger proportion of weakly attractive small spheres in the bidisperse suspension causes a considerable slowdown of the settling process under gravity and the occurrence of a large-scale collective behavior together with a loss of size segregation. When centrifuging the gel-like bidisperse suspension, a shear-induced melting of the particle network induces a spectacular segregation of species. As a consequence, aging tests of soft yielding materials using centrifugation methods are not representative of the shelf-life stability of the products. A tentative model based on the competition between viscous stresses acting upon particles and adhesive stresses gives a correct estimate of the critical stationary acceleration for the destabilization of the particle network and the onset of size segregation in a gel-like suspension.